Unraveling the diverse nature of electric field induced spatial pattern formation in Gray-Scott model.
We have considered a Gray-Scott kind of model chemical reaction-diffusion system that comprises ionic reactants and auto-catalysts to investigate the possibilities of mobility induced spatial pattern formation under the influence of an external electric field. Our study reveals that applying a uni-directional electric field can deform the already existing Turing patterns obtained due to diffusion driven instability, but cannot produce mobility driven instability and consequent spatial patterns in the absence of diffusion driven instability for a Gray-Scott like system. However, application of the electric field along two mutually perpendicular directions produces a mobility induced pattern in the absence of any differences in the diffusivities of the corresponding chemical reactants. Additionally, we have shown a systematic way to predict the range of absolute values of the pair of electric field intensities along two directions that will lead to spatially heterogeneous patterns in the absence of diffusion driven instability. Our study further demonstrates that the stability of the patterns formed and the nature of the patterns evolved varies with the increasing level of electric field intensities. The insights gained from this study will allow us to develop future experimental strategies to produce diverse range of stable and unique spatial patterns.